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Self-structuring in Laser-Blow-Off Plasma Plume  
Rajneesh Kumar 

 

Abstract— This paper presents theoretical understanding of the experimentally observed oscillatory structures in the laser-blow-off (LBO) 

plasma plume. Oscillatory structures are formed without external sources (magnetic field, ambient gas, laser fluence, etc). Ablation mechanism of multi-

component LiF-C (Lithium fluoride with carbon) thin film by laser-blow-off technique indicates that hydrodynamic instability (RT and KH) can grow during 

the melting process due to the different density and velocity of core plasma and surrounding materials (vaporized Li, F and C). It seems that instability 

grows with time and appears in the trailing portion of the plume.  There is a sharp pressure gradient between front portion (first plasma) and trailing por-

tion of plasma plume at the time of melt-through. Pressure gradient is the source of perturbation while negative differential conductance can be consi-

dered at the interface of plume front (high temperature) and trailing of plume (low temperature) during the free expansion of  plume. This study invokes 

that hydrodynamic instability may be the source of self-structuring in LBO plasmas. 

 

Index Terms—Laser ablation, laser-matter interaction, nonlinear waves, oscillations, instability in laser ablation, laser produced plasma, laser-

blow-off plasma.  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ydrodynamic instability has been interesting subject in 
the context of Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) since 
last few decades. However, such instabilities impose 

crucial limitations on symmetry and energy gain in fusion 
pellet implosions [1]. The ablative instability occurs near the 
front of an ablative heat wave, which accelerates the fusion 
shell. In this region opposed pressure and density gradient 
represent a standard Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) unstable configu-
ration, with important modifications arising from both mass 
and heat flow across the ablation front. The main difference 
between the ablative instability and its classical RT analog 
seems to be the presence of both, mass and heat flow across 
the unstable boundary [2-4]. Self-consistent description of RT 
instability has been established [5]. The process of ablative 
acceleration of plasma produced in thin foils and spherical 
pallets exposed to a high power laser radiation is hydrody-
namically unstable because of growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor 
(RT) instability modes. The necessary condition for the RT 
instability- the oppositely directed pressure and density gra-
dient is realized in the vicinity of the ablation front, where the 
absorbed energy of a laser beam is transported by the heat flux 
to the dense target layers. Recently thin-foil ablative-
acceleration experiments [6-9] as well as the results of two-
dimensional numerical simulations [10-12] have demonstrated 
substantial reduction of the instability growth rates compared 
to the classical theory predictions [13,14]. Another hydrody-
namic instability due to velocity gradient (called K-H instabili-
ty) is ubiquitous in high energy density physics such as Mach 
number shocks and jets, radioactive blast waves and radioac-
tively molecular clouds, gamma-ray burts, accreting black 
holes [15] etc. The combined effect of RT-KH instability has 
been studied for destabilizing effects [16].  Therefore LPP 
plume evolution has been described by conventional hydro-

dynamics. It has been also noticed that at the time of evolution 
from initial to final stage the patterns [17] or fractals [18-19] 
are formed in LPP during free expansion of plume. However, 
self-patterning in discharge plasmas is manifestation for scien-
tists [20, 21]. Fractal structure are self-organization process in 
plasma expansion [22, 23], as a result of a sequence of sponta-
neous symmetry-breaking process. Then a cascade self-
organization scenario of the pattern genesis and evolution can 
be admitted [24]. Also, the dynamics of the transition of plas-
ma from ―disorder‖ to ―order‖ needs a different type of de-
scription. Fractal structures have been investigated in the con-
text of double layers [17] in convectional laser produced plas-
ma (LPP).  

Ablation mechanism of laser-blow-off (LBO) is slightly 
different from LPP, however self-structuring (oscillatory struc-
tures) in the trailing portion of LBO plume has been experi-
mentally studied [25, 26]. Self-structuring depends on experi-
mental conditions. This paper is aimed at presenting the theo-
retical understanding of the observed results. It is revealed 
that hydrodynamic instability (conbined effect of RT and KH) 
grows in the trailing portion during the ablation (melting) 
while pressure gradient perturbed the instability so that a ion 
acoustic wave is formed. At the interface of two temperature 
plasmas [plume front (high temperature) and trailing portion 
(low temperature)] negative differential conductance (better 
explanation of negative floating potential and ion current) is 
also possible which induce the thermal fluctuations as well.    

2.  EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

A detailed description of the experimental setup is reported in 

our earlier papers [27-29]. Only the main features of the setup 

are summarized here. The experiment was carried out in a 

stainless steel chamber, which was evacuated to a base pres-

sure better than 2x10-5 mbar. Argon gas is introduced in the 

chamber at desired pressures through a fine-control needle 

valve. The target is composed of uniform layers of 0.05 m of 

LiF film and 0.5 m thick carbon film, deposited on a 1.2 mm 

H 
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thick quartz substrate. An Nd:YAG laser (  = 1.064 µm) having 

a pulse width of 8 ns is used to ablate the thin film. The laser 

fluence ranging from 18 to 45 J/cm2 is achieved by adjusting 

the operating parameters of the laser. The design, fabrication 

and assembly of the Triple Langmuir Probe (TLP) [30] used in 

the present study are described in the detailed in our previous 

report [26].  
The plasma plume formed by the laser-blow-off of the 

LIF-C thin film using TLP and observed strong oscillation in 
the trailing portion of the floating potential and ion current 
profile have been observed [24]. For better understanding of 
experimental results, a typical profile of floating potential is 
shown in Fig.1.  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Systematic experiments are performed to understand the 
above phenomenon by studying the effect of different experi-
mental parameters (ambient gas pressure, magnetic field, laser 
fluence etc.) on the growth of the observed oscillations. In or-
der to study the axial propagation of the observed oscillations, 
the floating potential is observed at various distances (10 mm 
> z > 35 mm) away from the target surface. The amplitudes 
are normalized to its maximum value. Interestingly it is ob-
served that oscillation amplitude increases up to a distance of 
z = 25 mm and then starts decreasing with further increase in 
the probe position as shown in Fig.2. This observation indi-
cates the growth of instability. 
 

3. THEORETICAL MODEL  

An adequate description of laser energy deposition which oc-

curs on a time scale of tens of nanoseconds and on a spatial 

scale on the order of micrometers while plasma plume at the 

final stage of expansion that takes place microseconds and 

centimeters away from the initial event. Hence plasma plume 

evolution includes two important parts- the initial stage is one 

or two dimensional where laser spot large compared to skin 

depth and the final one consists of three dimensional expan-

sion [31-33]. The initial one-dimensional stage occurs during 

laser deposition followed by the very first moments of the ex-

pansion. The longitudinal size of the hot material is still much 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

smaller than the transverse size determined by the laser spot. 

Clearly, laser-material interaction, ionization, energy and ma-

terial transport are the significant effects during this period. 

After some time, the plasma cloud becomes truly three dimen-

sional, but the physics simplifies considerably. At this stage, 

plume evolution can be described by conventional hydrody-

namics and is sensitive only to integral parameters of the laser 

pulse. Hence fractal structures and self-structuring have been 

studying in laser produced plasmas due to its manifestation of 

the universality of process in plasma free expansion in short 

scale of time and space. Such studies suggests that laser pro-

duced plasmas are self-consistently stratified in the time of 

ablation and expansion. Stratification can be explained / 

caused by the hydrodynamic instability. Let us briefly discuss 

about hydrodynamic instabilities (types of R-T and K-H insta-

bilities) during laser ablation mechanism and self-structuring 

in the plume expansion of laser-blow-off plasma plume of thin 

film. It is well accepted that the process of ablative acceleration 

of a plasma produced in thin films and spherical pellets ex-

posed to a high-power laser radiation is hydrodynamic unsta-

ble because of growth of the R-T instability. Here we restrict 

our attention to a narrow region around the ablation front de-

rive steady ablation profiles from the incompressible fluid 

model. Although good amount of work has been done on 

plume dynamics of LBO plasma, however laser- target (LiF-C) 

interaction is not fully understood. Hence we will start our 

discussion from melting process to free expansion of LBO 

plume. Let us consider a plasma with ions of mass  and 

charge Z. The pressure , density , temperature T, specific 

enthalpy  and specific heat at constant pressure are as-
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 Fig.1: A typical plot of oscillatory structures in the floating po-
tential 

 

 

Fig.2: Variation in oscillation amplitude with axial position. 
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sumed for an idial gas with adiabatic index  hence 

 

  , ,                   (1)  

 

The basic assumptions of the fluid model can be ex-

pressed by the equation of energy conservation. The approxi-

mation of small pressure variation leads us to consider the 

divergence-free energy equation [5] 

 

                                                              (2)   

                                                         

Here V denotes the fluid velocity and  the heat flow. 

Generally, the coefficient of heat conductivity K is a function 

of  and T and can be assumed as an arbitrary power law 

. Supposing constant pressuer, the density 

dependence can be eliminated by the equation of state (Eq.1) 

and it is therefore sufficient to consider a temperature depen-

dent heat conductivity, , only. Specifically, for elec-

tronic heat conduction one has =5/2 and . The energy 

equation (2) is an obvious generalization of the usual incom-

pressibility condition . It can be shown briefly that Eq. 

(2) follows from the general energy equation when pressure 

variation is neglected. The rate of the change of the specific 

entropy s as a result of heat flow can be given as 

 

 

,and                  (3) 

 

Using the first law of thermodynamics , Eq. 

(1) yields 

 

  (4) 

 

We further express the density change by the equation of con-

tinuity 

 

     (5) 

By inserting Eqs (4) and (5) into Eq. 3 one can find 

 

  

  (6) 

 

This equation is similar to Eq.(2) at constant pressure (last two 

terms will be vanished). We now consider the incompressible 

fluids in a gravitational field ignoring the viscosity, surface 

tension, and heat transfer and introduce a Cartesion coordi-

nate system. The fluids have continuous density , pres-

sure  and velocity  profiles initially and the pressure 

 satisfies the static equilibrium condition 

 

     (7) 

Where,  is the gravitational acceleration. The fluid dynamics 

is governed by 

 

    (8) 

 

    (9) 

 

  (10) 

 

    (11) 

 

Where  and  is the velocity in x-direction and y-direction 

respectively. Equations are linearised and perturbed quainty 

 is yield [16]  

               (12) 

 

Where  is the wave number and  where  

and  are linear growth rate and frequency. Eq. (12) combined 

with appropriate boundary conditions forms an Eigen value 

problem. It is the standard form of interface instability for con-

tinuous interface profiles [34, 35]. Let  = 0 and , 

the invisicid RT equation [17] is obtained  

 

 (13) 

Approximate Eigen function are 

 

  (14) 

 

Let , the characteristic equation used in the RT instabili-

ty with continuous density profiles can be yielded. 

 

              (15) 

 

However our case can be solved by using the Eq. (12). Let us 

write the constant plus exponential density and velocity pro-

files [36, 37] when plume passes from the carbon layer (see 

Fig.3) 

 
Fig.3: Diagram showing the velocity and density of different components 
during melting of LIF-C target and free expansion in the vacuum. 
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,    when   (16) 

 

                  where  (17) 

 

Similarly for velocities 

 

        where   (18) 

 

                         where               (19) 

 

Where  and  are density and velocity gradient scale 

lengths, respectively. The density (velocity) is discontinous at 

y=0 when . The density (velocity) is homogen-

ous when  =+infinite and  = infinite.  and  is the density 

away from the interface of the upper (lower) fluid.  and  

are velocities away from the interface in x-direction of the up-

per and lower fluids, respectively. 

The growth rate of classical RT-KH synthesis instability as-

suming , can be obtained as [16] 

 

              (20) 

 

There is a transverse interface of two medium of carbon and 

lithium floride, hence when plume enters in the medium of 

LiF from C. Plume character in this situation will be different 

(See Fig.3) 

The growth of the R-T instability when plume enters in 

LiF layer (a different medium from earlier) 
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    (21) 

 

And growth rate of K-H instability is (due to different velocity 

due to different atomic weight) 

 

               (22) 

 

Let us find out the dispersion relation for R-T and K-H insta-

bility. Hence write down the expression for modified density 

and velocity 

  

       where           (23) 

 

       where           (24) 

 

     where          (25) 

 

       where        (26) 

 

Where  and  are density and velocity gradient scale 

lengths in LiF layer , respectively. The density (velocity) is dis-

continous at  when . The density (ve-

locity) is homogenous when =+infinite and = infinite.  

and  is the density away from the interface of the upper 

(lower) fluid.  and  are velocities away from the interface 

in y-direction of the upper and lower fluids, respectively. 

The growth rate of classical RT-KH synthesis instability as-

suming ., can be obtained as 

 

              (27) 

 

Hence RT-KH instability grows in the vaporized materials 

(trailing portion of plume) during the melting process of LiF-C 

film. This instability can be stratified the plasma when it freely 

expends in vacuum so that layers of different material with 

different density and different velocity propagate. Due to in-

stability or sequential film removal there are fast and slow 

velocity component in the plume. When fast component ig-

nites to the vacuum it highly perturbed the slow portion. 

There is a sharp pressure gradient between fast and slow 

component. There are two types of perturbation will be felt by 

trailing portion of the plume at the time of leaving the LiF sur-

face (melt-through): (1) Sharp pressure difference at the sur-

face or adiabatic free expansion (See Fig. 4)  

 

 
Fig.4: Diagram represents the perturbation in the trailing portion during 
the melt-through. 

 

 

 

(2) There is a pressure difference between front and trailing 

portion. 

However front portion is not affected and trailing 

portion which is made by neutrals is highly stratified. This 

stratification enhances the RT-KH instability in the trailing 

portion. There is a sharp pressure gradient between front and 

trailing portion which perturb the RT-KH instability in trailing 

portion. Hence we measure the perturbation in floating poten-
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tial as an oscillatory profile. R-T and K-H instability will be 

continue in the free expansion where plasma plume will move 

against to the surrounding of stratified medium of different 

velocity and gradients. Hence growth rate in each segment or 

layer can be written. RT and KH instability growth rate due to 

plasma plume and Li atom (material) medium (See Fig.5) 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5: Diagram represents the velocity and density gradient between the 
Li and C components (neutrals) in the free expansion of plume front and 
tail. 

 

 (28) 

 

And instability due between plasma plume and surrounding 

of Carbon atoms 

 

   

(29) 

Hence total growth rate of instability is 

 

                   (30) 

 

This approximation can be simplified by assuming RT instabil-

ity due to carbon layer because carbon layer (0.5 micrometer) 

is 10 times higher than LiF (0.05 micrometer) layer in the tar-

get. In the free expansion we can ignore the stratification of 

plume. In free expansion we also can assume only core fluid 

(ions/electrons) and outer fluid (neutrals), means there is no 

individual effect of C and Li, if we ignore the atomic weight 

effect during plume expansion. 

Hence instability growth rate in the target 

 

      (31) 

 

And total instability in free expansion 

 

                                               (32) 

Or 

      (33) 

 

Here it is important to know that number of carbon neutrals 

should be 10 times higher than the Li neutrals. It is highly 

possible that Li atoms are in front portion or faster than car-

bon. Hence in the discussion of trailing portion we must con-

sider the carbon neutrals. 

 

Hence                   (34) 

  

So far we have demonstrated that R-T and K-H instability is 

perturbed and oscillates the floating potential in real and prac-

tical system. It seems that at a particular position, radial densi-

ty gradient between core and surrounding is higher than their 

velocities hence R-T instability may play much role than K-H 

instability.  

The growth of the R-T instability is written as 

ci

cika2                                                                   (35)

                         

or 

     (36) 

Where  is the perturbation wave number,  is the accelera-

tion and  and  are the density of the ions and ablated car-

bon material (neutrals) respectively.  

Up to now we have considered that plasma plume 

( ) and ablated material (neutrals of carbon and Li-

thium) are two incompressive mediums of two relative densi-

ty and velocity, hence RT-KH instability is produced at the 

interface of these two medium. In the real / practical system 

there are several collisions among plasma species and ablated 

materials. Sometimes, neutrals and plasma are formed due to 

their collisions, which affect the plume expansion. Instability 

is produced at the interface and perturbation propagate in the 

upper medium (outer medium of neutrals), which has lower 

density than lower medium (core medium of ions). Hence our 

interest is to see the collisional effect in the upper medium and 

how instability growth rate is modified after encountering the 

collisions. There is a fewer chance of presence of neutrals in 

the core, hence we ignore this effect. Let us write the diffusion 

equations for ions and neutrals with their source terms.  

The one-dimensional diffusion equations (along axial 

direction) for the electrons and neutral atoms can be written as 

  

ni
ii Q

y
D

t
,-

2

2

                (37)

        

and 
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),(

2

2

ni
nn S

y
D

t

                   (38)    

       

Where,  is the ion density (assuming equal to the electron 

density),  is the density of neutral atoms, Q and S are the 

rates of creation of ions and atoms respectively, D is the diffu-

sion coefficient for the electrons & ions, and  is the ratio of the 

diffusion coefficient of the atoms to that of the ions. By consi-

dering the possible atomic processes, which are responsible 

for creation or diffusion of ions and neutrals; the quantity Q 

and S can be expressed as-  

 

iiiiinni QSQQ )()(),( 3

22

2         
(39) 

and 
2

21 2)()(),( nninini QQS                 (40)        

     

The term )(2 inQ in Eq. (39) represents the loss of atoms due 

to electron impact ionization and therefore it is reflected in the 

term )(2 inQ  in the Eq. (39) as enhancement number density 

of ions. )(2 iQ depends on  because the collision frequency is 

proportional to and factor is greater then one because not 

all the atoms become ions. )(1 iQ is the rate of creation of atoms 

per unit volume by laser ablation from the target. The terms 

i
and

n
, respectively, represent the loss of ions and atoms 

due to radial diffusion, where and are depend on the 

radial diffusion coefficient and plume geometry.  The terms in 
2

n
and 2

i
represent the loss of atoms as well as ions due to 

the atom-atom collisions and electron-ion recombination re-

spectively. The term )(3 iQ represents the direct ionization of 

atoms by laser intensity.  

 

0, 00 niQ                                (41)   

                                                                                                               

and 

 

0),( 00 niS                        (42)  

                                                                                                                       

We have consider the plume dimension to define the boun-

dary condition along the y- direction, which can be taken as y 

=0, L, where L is the length of plume. Therefore in the present 

case, boundary conditions can be assumed as 

 

0
),(),0( iii tLyty                 (43)

      

and 

0
),(),0( nnn tLyty                (44)

       

 Since, the present interest is to see the perturbations in densi-

ty away from and , so that the  and  can be written as  

 

),(
~

0
tyiii

                 (45)

  

and 

),(
~

0
tynnn

                 (46)

       

    

Where,  and  are the perturbations in ions and neutrals 

densities respectively. Let us assume that the boundary condi-

tions is homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for the 

perturbations and , so that 

 

0),(),0(
~~

tLyty ii
                (47)

        

0),(),0(
~~

tLyty nn
                (48) 

 

The liner stability analysis is carried out by substituting above 

equations in Eqs.(37) and (38), and then linearieazed   to obtain 

2

~
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y
D
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t
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i

e

i                  (49)

                                        

 and 

2

~
2~~

~

y
D

SS

t

n
n

n

i

i

n                 (50) 

 

Here all derivatives of Q and S are evaluated at the steady 

state  and - , and subscript 0 is dropped. Eqs (49) and 

(50) can be solved in terms of modes as, 

 

L

yn
ety n

ini sin),(
~~

                   (51) 

 

L

yn
ety n

nnn sin),(
~~

                (52) 

 

The profiles of perturbed densities are shown in Fig. 6, which 

are quite similar to our experimental observations that oscilla-

tions are nearly in sinusoidal profile after 3 µs.   

For further study by combining Eq. 51, 52 and 49, 50, we get, 
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                     (53) 
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         Fig.6: Comparesion between experimental and theoretical profile of     
                    oscillatory structures  

 

 

In the present case, it is difficult to approximate the uniform 

real steady state, therefore, the equivalent Eqs. of 51,52 and 53 

would have been much more complicated. To find a nontrivial 

solution for Eq. (53), the determinant of the matrix need to be 

zero, Hence 

 

0)1(
2

22
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22

2

22
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innini
SQ
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n
DS
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n
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n
DSQnn

               (54) 

 

or, the Eq. (54) can be expressed in terms of the trace Hn and 

the determinant In of the matrix in with 0n , 

 

02

nnnn IH                                (55) 

 

Eq. (55) determines the roots of n, 

 

2

1
2 4

2

1
nnnn IHH                       (56) 
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where 

)1(2

2

2
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                       (58) 

and  
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              (59)

    

Above equations (Eq.58 and 59) can be written as 

  

innini
SQSQ

n
SQ

n
In

2

2

4

                                      (60)  

 

)1(
1 2nQSH

inn

                                                          (61)                                                             

where  

2

2

D

L                                                                                        (62) 

                                                                                                       

where can be defined as a bifurcation parameter, which de-

pends on the length of the plume, L and diffusion coefficient, 

D . 

Stable and unstable modes can be easily understood form Eq. 

(61).  The mode characterized by  is stable if 0Re n
and un-

stable if 0Re n
. The stability of the system can also be ex-

pressed in terms of bifurcation parameter ( ) as- 

 

 

in
QS

n 12   stable mode                                              (63)                                                                               

(63) 

in
QS

n 12 ,     unstable mode               (64) 

 

In the above discussion we have seen that trailing 

portion of plume is perturbed and RT instability (we con-

sider only density gradient between plasma plume and 

surroundings) appears in the sense of oscillations. Stable 

modes are found in front portion while unstable modes 

appear in the trailing portion. Several issues are not ad-

dressed in the above discussion. (1) What is the role of ve-

locity (temperature) difference between plasma plume 

and surrounding? Surrounding will be considered as trail-

ing portion. (2) Negative value of floating potential and 

ion current in the profiles ? 

Velocity of ions can also be perturbed by applied electric 

field on the tip of probe. Let us discus it using scale rela-

tivity theory [38]. We have two plasmas of different veloci-

ties or temperatures (plume front and tail), the interface 

dynamics is described by the coupled equation set 

 

       (65) 

 

   (66) 

 

Where  are the wave functions of the plasmas (front and 

trailing ), T1  and T2 is specific temperatures of the plasmas and 

 and  are two constants [24,39].  

 

Using the wave functions  and  . 

Putting the values in above Eqs. 65, 66 and separate the real 

and imaginary parts with considering , phase differ-

ence while temperature , ion current 

can be obtain as [22] 
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    (67) 

 

Where  an integration constant and  the current ampli-

tude. Eq. 67 is similar to Eq. 51. Above equation reproduces a 

dc Josephson thermal type effect if T = 0 or ac Josephson ther-

mal type effect if , i. e., oscillations of current with the 

pulsation 

 

      (68) 

 

Since any time-dependent local thermal energy fluctuation 

(e.g for the plasma expansion these fluctuations are induced 

by the cooling process [16]) admits a Fourier discrete decom-

position [40] of the form 

 

,                                (69) 

 

Using the triple probe theory that floating potential can be 

estimated as 

 

                   (70) 

Hence 

 
    

 (71) 

 

                                                      (72) 

 

Eq. (72) indicates that trailing portion floating potential profile 

oscillates with certain frequency which has been also observed 

in Ref. [25].   

Then, by substituting Eq. (69) to Eq. (67) and integrating it, the 

expression for the current becomes 

 

              (73) 

 

Where  is the nth-order Bessel function [40] and  a new in-

tegration constant. 

 

When the pulsation , satisfy the relation 

 

      (74) 

 

The temporal average of  differes from zero, i. e there 

is a continous component of the current of the form 

 

   (75) 

 

Eq. (75) can interprets oscillatory ion current, which has been 

measured and reported in Ref. [26]. Negative profile of ion 

current can also be described. From above Eq. (75) peaks of the 

continuous current for temperatures 

 

,  , ,   ..                 (76)

                                                

and consequently a negative differential conductance  . 

Moreover from above equation, the intensity current of the 

peak  varies continuously in the range of  at 

constant temperature , and the phase varies  in range  to 

. This means that, in the interface, thermal energy is gener-

ated or absorbed. Consequently, the self-structuring of the 

interface as a double layer appears by means of a negative 

differential conductance [41-43] and temperature fluctuations 

[44] induce the oscillations. Hence we get negative profile of 

floating potential and ion current. 

                  

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Hydrodynamic instability (RT-KH) grows in the trailing por-
tion of ablated material during melting of LiF-C film. Trailing 
portion is highly perturbed at the time of melt-through and 
strong oscillations are formed in trailing portion which re-
mains during free expansion in vacuum. Theoretically ob-
tained perturbed ion current is quite matched with experimen-
tally observed profile. At the interface of plume front (high 
temperature plasma) and trailing portion (low temperature 
plasma), thermal energy is generated or absorbed. Hence, 
negative profile of floating potential (electron temperature) 
and ion current form. Our study reveals that hydrodynamic 
instability is the source of self-structuring in the Laser-blow-
off plasmas of multi-component target. 
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